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canvas instead of bronze, Eli folded the illusion of laceration
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also gelled into larger forms. The “Motes,” created by pouring
resin over canvas hung from the ceiling, were born from the desire to convey something “more expansive that burst out of the
frame...a physical sensation…like a loud sound.” The suspension
of the hanging cloth and the impression of “vertical motion”
make “the forms feel torn between gravity and ascending force.”2
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The “Monocarps,”
fore dying, was about transcending the base of the wall––or as
he puts it, “unpinning the butterfly.” Like Alberto Giacometti,
these upright, freestanding sculptures address the viewer. Entirely freed from auxiliary
support, they appear to be walking
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Eli describes
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ing to make,” he told me, “I start to feel it and almost see
it.” Like a shadow, the thing will appear peripherally. “I unconsciously start putting my hands out to feel its contours.”
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https://flash---art.com/2021/04/eli-ping-ramiken%e2%80%a8/.
–– Lola Kramer
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